ABSTRACT This paper addresses the general fuzzy random bilevel programming problem in which not only both objective functions, but also the constraints contain fuzzy random variable coefficients. From point of view of different decision attitudes of the decision-makers at both levels under the noncooperative case, the expected value based on Me measure is adopted to handle fuzzy stochastic objective functions at the upper and lower levels so as to capture any attitudes between extremely optimistic and pessimistic, and the rough approximation strategy is applied to convert fuzzy stochastic constraints into two approximation stochastic constraints for purpose of avoiding losing much information. Accordingly, the upper and lower approximation stochastic bilevel programming models are built. Then, these two stochastic bilevel programming models are transformed into their equivalent deterministic forms by virtue of expectation optimization and chance constrained conditions. With the help of differential evolution algorithm, the lower and upper bounds of the upper level objective function can be obtained by solving the resulting deterministic problems. By this means, it is helpful to provide more information for decision-makers to select the most desirable alternatives. Finally, a numerical example and a real-case study are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bilevel programming plays an important role in modeling hierarchical decision processes consisting in two levels of decision making, which has been done significant researches in the past few decades and has been applied in a wide range of areas such as transport network design [1] , [2] , supply chain planning [3] , [4] , engineering design [5] , [6] , electricity markets [7] , [8] . It is worth noting that most existing studies on bilevel programming are limited to the deterministic version of the problem, in which all the parameters are known precisely. Some useful theoretical developments and efficient solution methods in this field can be found in [9] - [14] . However, inherent uncertainties in the input data are inevitable in many real-life decision making processes, and thus deterministic bilevel programming can not be properly used to model bilevel decision situations under uncertainty. Therefore, how to appropriately characterize inherent uncertainties in the input data, develop bilevel decision frameworks under uncertainty reasonably and further design efficient solution methodologies is an important and hot issue.
There are two most commonly employed approaches in the literature to deal with inherent uncertainties in the input data: stochastic programming and fuzzy programming. By means of stochastic programming, bilevel programming whose coefficients are considered as random variables, called stochastic bilevel programming, has been proposed in [15] and [16] . Following that, recent researches regarding solution approaches and applications on this topic have been appearing in [17] - [21] . With the help of fuzzy programming, fuzzy bilevel programming in which the coefficients are supposed to be fuzzy sets has arisen. Remarkable researches on the models and solution strategies of fuzzy bilevel programming have been conducted in [22] - [27] . In addition, the latest developments in this direction may refer to [28] and [29] .
Although the above two kinds of uncertain bilevel optimization can tackle random and fuzzy uncertainties separately in bilevel programming, they encounter a great challenge that both fuzziness and randomness simultaneously exist in bielvel decision making problems. Fuzzy random variable is an alternative choice for capturing such a hybrid uncertainty including not only fuzziness but also randomness. If the coefficients in bilevel programming are assumed to be fuzzy random variables then we have a fuzzy random bilevel optimization problem. In the light of the fact that the applications of fuzzy random bilevel programming become increasingly extensive, efficient solution methods are vitally important for coping with such a kind of problem. Nevertheless, till now there are a limited number of studies about solution strategies due to the complexities of NP-hard characteristic and dual uncertainties in fuzzy random bilevel programming.
The current studies are mainly concentrated on the formulation of bilevel linear programming with fuzzy random coefficients in the upper and lower level objective functions only. A usual way to cope with this kind of problem is to transform fuzzy stochastic objective functions at two levels into equivalent deterministic ones via some appropriate defuzzifying and derandomizing techniques, and then apply efficient solution techniques to deal with the resulting crisp equivalent model. From the viewpoint of cooperative behaviour of the decision makers, Sakawa and Matsui [30] reduced the problem to its crisp equivalent model by means of level sets and fractile criterion optimization, and employed an interactive fuzzy programming method to obtain a satisfactory solution. In another study, Sakawa and Matsui [31] proposed level sets based probability maximization to handle the fuzzy stochastic objectives, and focused on offering a satisfactory solution for the upper lever decision maker. For the noncooperative case, two ideas by incorporating the concepts of possibility and necessity into expectation optimization [32] or fractile model [33] were used to transform fuzzy stochastic objectives into deterministic ones, and extended Stackelberg solutions for risk preference or riskaverse decision makers were obtained. Taking into account the optimistic anticipation of the upper level decision maker, Ren and Wang [34] applied level sets, the order relations of interval and expectation optimization to convert the problem into a deterministic multiobjective bilevel linear programming model, and designed a computational method to find an optimistic Stackelberg solution. Although these studies provide a single optimal solution according to the specific decision-making background, the decision makers know little about additional information under a fuzzy random environment. In order to offer more information for the decision makers, Ren et al. [35] suggested optimal value interval programming approach based on level sets and expectation optimization to convert the problem into the best and worst optimal deterministic bilevel problems, and derived the best and worst optimal objective function values at the upper level.
In addition, fuzzy random uncertainties frequently appear in not only both objective functions but also constraints for most of practice bilevel decision making problems, and thus there is a need to consider the general formulation of fuzzy random bilevel programming involving fuzzy random coefficients in the objective functions and the constraints. So far there are few quantitative studies on this kind of problem. Singh and Chakraborty [36] combined two stage stochastic programming with fuzzy goal programming to tackle bilevel programming with discrete fuzzy random variable coefficients. Ren and Wang [37] aimed to determine the best and worst optimal solutions for the general fuzzy random bilevel programming problem through interval programming approach and probabilistic chance constraints. The solution approach suggested by this work can be regarded as an extension of the method introduced in [35] . Although this work is capable of providing a series of optimal value ranges for the considered problem based on different values of level sets, it may suffer difficulties to satisfy the demands of decision makers with different decision attitudes according to the specific circumstances.
Therefore, this paper aims at developing a solution approach for determining different pairs of the lower and upper bounds related to the upper level objective function for the general fuzzy random bilevel programming problem with the consideration of the decision makers' different decision attitudes. Under the noncooperative situation, it is reasonable that decision makers at two levels may hold their respective decision attitudes. In this sense, the expected value based on Me measure [38] is adopted to convert fuzzy stochastic objectives at both levels to stochastic ones with the aim of flexibly capturing decision makers' various attitudes. To avoid losing much information in the process of transformation, rough approximation method [38] , [39] is used to convert fuzzy stochastic constraints into two approximation stochastic constraints. Then we construct the upper and lower approximation stochastic bilevel programming models corresponding to the optimistic and pessimistic attitudes to original constraints held by decision makers respectively. Through expectation optimization and chance constrained conditions, these two constructed stochastic bilevel models can be reduced to equivalent deterministic ones which are solved by differential evolution algorithm. The proposed approach in this paper would assist decision makers in finding diverse pairs of the lower and upper bounds of the upper level objective function in view of different decision attitudes, which provides flexible alternatives to satisfy the decision makers' different needs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the basic definitions and preliminary results. The general formulation of fuzzy random bilevel programming is described in the next section. In Section 4, we built the upper and lower approximation stochastic bilevel programming models, and reduce these two stochastic bilevel models into deterministic ones dealt with by differential evolution algorithm. Section 5 gives experimental results of VOLUME 6, 2018 two numerical examples. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we briefly review some basic definitions and useful results associated with fuzzy random variable and Me measure.
Definition 1 [40] : Let ( , A, P) be a probability space, where is a sample space, A is a σ −field and P is a probability measure. A fuzzy random variable on this probability space, denoted byc, is a fuzzy set-valued mapping:
such that for any Borel set B of R and for every α ∈ [0, 1],
where F 0 (R) is the set of fuzzy numbers with compact supports in R, andc α ω represents the α-level set of the fuzzy setc(ω).
Definition 2 [38] : Let ( , P( ), Pos) be a possibility space. The Me measure is defined as:
where A is a set in P( ), Pos{A} and Nec{A} represent the possibility measure and the necessity measure of A in the possibility space, and λ (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) is the optimistic-pessimistic parameter to indicate different attitudes of a decision maker.
In particular, if λ = 1, then Me = Pos, which means the maximum possibility level under the most optimistic view; if λ = 0, then Me = Nec, which means the minimum possibility level under the most pessimistic case.
Definition 3 [38] : The expected value operator based on Me measure for a fuzzy variablec on the possibility space ( , P( ), Pos) is defined as:
According to [38, Lemma 3 .1], the above Me−expected value can also be expressed as 
where c 1 and c 3 denote the lower and upper bounds ofc, and c 2 is the most possible value ofc.
III. GENERAL FORMULATION OF FUZZY RANDOM BILEVEL PROGRAMMING
In this paper, we consider a general form of fuzzy random bilevel programming which can be formulated as:
where x ∈ R n and y ∈ R m are decision vectors for the upper and lower level decision makers, respectively. It should be noted here that problem (1) is an ill-defined problem since both objective functions and constraints of the problem contain fuzzy random variable coefficients. In other words, the minimum values of fuzzy stochastic objectives at both levels cannot be gotten and a deterministic feasible set cannot be determined by fuzzy stochastic constraints, and thus problem (1) cannot be dealt with directly. One potential approach to tackle such a problem is to convert the fuzzy random bilevel programming model into a crisp one by coping with the fuzziness and randomness in both objective functions and constraints.
IV. METHODOLOGY A. UPPER AND LOWER APPROXIMATION STOCHASTIC BILEVEL PROGRAMMING MODELS
As the first step to convert problem (1) into a well-defined one, we use the expected value operator based on Me measure and rough approximation technique to deal with the fuzziness in problem (1), and then establish the upper approximation stochastic bilevel model and the lower approximation stochastic bilevel model.
To tackle fuzzy uncertainty in the optimization problems, several possibilistic programming approaches based on the possibility, necessity and credibility measures have been successfully developed to transform a possibilistic model into its equivalent crisp one. As we all know, the possibility and necessity measures are two basic fuzzy measures that show the most optimistic and the most pessimistic attitudes of decision makers. To avoid such two extreme attitudes, the credibility measure introduced by Liu and Liu [41] could be used to support a moderate attitude of decision makers. Nevertheless, decision makers often have other varying attitudes for practical decision making process under fuzzy environment. To fulfill this, Me measure is defined as a convex combination of the possibility measure and the necessity measure by Xu and Zhou [38] , which is a flexible one to depict various attitudes of decision makers in the decision process.
It is well known that the expected value is the most frequently used method to handle fuzzy objectives. Here we use the expected value operator based on Me measure to cope with uncertain objective functions at the upper and lower levels in problem (1) . For the noncooperative relationship of two decision makers, it is appropriate that the upper and lower level decision makers usually have heir own different decision attitudes, and thus different values of the optimisticpessimistic parameter would be desirable. By this means, the upper and lower level objective functions of model (1) can be replaced by their respective expected values based on Me measure for each fixed ω ∈ .
Taking into account that decision makers may also hold different decision attitudes to fuzzy stochastic constraints, chance constraint approach based on Me measure is a possible way to handle these constraints. Nevertheless, losing some information is inevitable during the process of conversion. To alleviate this issue, rough approximation method [38] is adopted to convert fuzzy stochastic constraints into stochastic ones.
For each fixed ω ∈ , the i−th constraint in problem (1) can be rewritten as the following form in terms of chance constrained operator based on Me measure:
where λ represents decision makers' optimistic-pessimistic attitude to constraints, δ i denotes a minimum acceptable confidence level of decision makers for satisfaction of the i−th
Obviously, Me(1) is the optimistic measure Pos and Me(0) is the pessimistic measure Nec. Thus X is a constraint region corresponding to an optimistic attitude to original constraints held by decision makers and X is another constraint region corresponding to a pessimistic attitude.
According to [38, Th. 4] , for each fixed ω ∈ , it holds that X (ω) ⊆ X (ω) ⊆ X (ω). In terms of rough set theory concepts [38] , [39] , X (ω) and X (ω) can be considered as the lower and upper approximations of X (ω) for each fixed ω ∈ . Now we construct the upper approximation stochastic bilevel programming model and the lower approximation stochastic bilevel programming model as follows:
where y solves
and
where λ 1 and λ 2 are the parameters to represent the upper and lower level decision makers' optimistic-pessimistic attitudes, respectively. Significantly, the constraint region of model (2) shows that decision makers think about fuzzy stochastic constraints with an optimistic attitude, and the constraint region of model (3) indicates that decision makers take into account constraints with a pessimistic attitude. Thus these two models can be used to represent decision makers' different attitudes to constraints. Obviously, these two models is completely different from the best and worst optimal problems corresponding to the maximum and minimum range constraints constructed by interval programming approach and level sets in [37] .
B. CRISP EQUIVALENT MODELS
It is worth mentioning that models (2) and (3) are two stochastic bilevel programming problems which are still not welldefined. To eliminate the randomness of these two problems, the chance constrained programming developed by Charnes and Cooper [42] is utilized to convert stochastic feasible sets into crisp feasible sets, and the expected value is used to transform stochastic objectives into their deterministic ones. Based on these procedures, models (2) and (3) can be transformed into the following upper and lower approximation crisp bilevel programming problems:
where Prob{·} denotes the probability of the event in {·}, and γ i is a given satisfying level of the i−th constraint, i = 1, 2, · · · , k. VOLUME 6, 2018 It is noteworthy that a better optimal solution can be found by model (4) because the feasible region of model (4) is larger than that of model (5).
Next we introduce the concept of the upper and lower approximation optimal solutions for problem (1) .
Definition 4: Let (x u * 1 , x u * 2 ) be an optimal solution of model (4) and (x l * 1 , x l * 2 ) be an optimal solution of model (5) . Then (x u * 1 , x u * 2 ) is said to be an upper approximation optimal solution and (x l * 1 , x l * 2 ) is said to be a lower approximation optimal solution of problem (1), respectively.
For solving models (4) and (5), we give the equivalent crisp models of these two problems.
Assume that elementsc lj ofc l , elementsd ls ofd l , l = 1, 2,
. For models (4) and (5), for simplicity we take the reference functions of LR fuzzy random variable coefficients of the upper and lower objective functions as L(x) = R(x) = max{0, 1 − x}, and then these fuzzy random coefficients become triangular ones.
According to the fuzzy expected value operator based on Me measure and the expected value of random variable, the crisp counterparts related to the upper level objective functions of models (4) and (5) are as follows:
Obviously, the lower level objective functions of models (4) and (5) can be computed as:
, for the i−th constraint of model (4), we have that:
In terms of [43, Th. 5], for the i−th constraint of model (5), it follows that:
Accordingly, the equivalent models (B-UAM and B-LAM) for models (4) and (5) are as follows:
By solving models (6) and (7), an upper approximation optimal solution and a lower approximation optimal solution are obtained, and thus the lower bound and the upper bound for the upper level objective function of problem (1) are also derived accordingly. Obviously, decision makers at both levels can select different values of the optimistic-pessimistic parameter separately according to their own particular needs, and then different pairs of the lower and upper bounds can be generated. In this manner, more information is offered to help decision makers to choose the most desirable outcomes.
Besides, it is worth noting that choosing a value greater than or equal to 0.5 for the safisfying level γ i is common in practice, and thus the other case γ i < 0.5 is not studied in this paper. Furthermore, if γ i ≥ 0.5, the constraints of models (6) and (7) are convex according to Theorem 2 and Theorem 5 in [43] .
As we all know, bilevel programming is NP-hard, and solving such a problem is a very difficult task. The current solution strategies can be divided into two categories: classical methods and evolutionary algorithms. Classical methods are mostly limited to linear cases or some special nonlinear bilevel programming problems, while evolutionary algorithms are suitable for bilevel programming with weak features. Here it should be observed that models (6) and (7) are two nonlinear bilevel programming problems. In this paper, we apply differential evolution algorithm to solve these two problems.
Differential evolution algorithm, proposed first by Storn and Price [44] , is a simple and efficient evolutionary algorithm that is designed to find the global optima for a continuous optimization problem. The main procedure of this algorithm includes initialization, mutation, crossover and selection. Noteworthy, a key characteristic of this algorithm is the way to perform mutation operation based on the linear combination of the weighted difference between two selected individuals and a third individual in existing population. Due to its simpleness, effectiveness and robustness at solving various complex problems, differential evolution algorithm has been successfully applied to handle bilevel programming in recent years [45] .
Taking into account that the lower level problems of models (6) and (7) are two convex programming ones if γ i ≥ 0.5, i = 1, 2, · · · , k, some traditional optimization techniques can be employed to deal with them.
Based on the above consideration, we combine differential evolution algorithm with traditional optimization techniques to deal with problems (6) and (7). To be more specific, differential evolution algorithm is applied to solve the upper level optimization and traditional optimization techniques are used to solve the lower level optimization for each given upper level variable.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, two numerical examples are provided to show the validity and application of the proposed approach for solving the general fuzzy random bilevel linear programming problem. The first example is used to illustrate working of the proposed methodology in detail and the second example introduces the practical applicability for production planning problem.
A. EXAMPLE 1
Consider the following fuzzy random bilevel linear programming problem [37] : 
where values of fuzzy random variable coefficientsc lj , l = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, 3, andb i , i = 1, 2, 3 are shown in Table 1 . Besides, the reference functions of these fuzzy random variable coefficients are given as L(x) = R(x) = max{0, 1 − x}. Obviously, these coefficients are essentially triangular fuzzy random variables. Prob{Me (1)
1) SOLUTION PROCESS AND RESULTS

Based on
Based on the above results, from models (6) and (7), we can transform problem (8) into the corresponding upper and lower approximation crisp bilevel models (B-UAM and B-LAM) as follows:
where (x 2 , x 3 ) solves min 
where (x 2 , x 3 ) solves min
For models (9) and (10), differential evolution algorithm is applied to solve them under the following parameters: population size NP = 50, maximum number of iterations M = 1000, scaling factor F = 0.8, crossover rate CR = 0.5. Additionally, we set optimistic-pessimistic parameters at the upper and lower levels λ 1 = 0.8 and λ 2 = 0.6, respectively; confidence levels δ 1 = δ 2 = δ 3 = 0.6; satisfying levels γ 1 = γ 2 = γ 3 = 0.9. Table 2 shows the optimal solutions, the optimal objective function values at upper level (F * ) as well as the optimal objective function values at lower level (f * ) for models (9) and (10). (9) and (10) of Example 1.
From Table 2 , the optimal values for the upper level objective functions of models (9) and (10) (9) is larger than that of model (10) . Furthermore, the lower bound related to the objective function at the upper level for problem (8) is −176.5264 and the upper bound is −166.6227. In this way, it is more attractive to yield more information to the upper and lower level decision makers according to their own decision attitudes.
2) SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
In order to investigate the influence of different values of parameters on the objective functions of models (9) and (10), several sensitivity analyses are conducted on optimisticpessimistic parameters λ l , l = 1, 2, confidence levels δ i and satisfying levels γ i , i = 1, 2, 3 in this section. Table 3 shows the variations in the objective function values at the upper and lower levels for models (9) and (10) with changes in the value of δ (δ i = δ, i = 1, 2, 3), when λ 1 = 0.7, λ 2 = 0.5 and γ = 0.85 (γ i = γ , i = 1, 2, 3). It can be seen from Table 3 that a higher δ would generate worse objective function values at the upper and lower levels of models (9) and (10) . For example, when δ is set as 0.6 and 0.8, the upper level objective function value of model (9) is increased from −187.9051 to −185.7955 and the lower level objective function value is increased from −49.0367 to −48.9908, and the objective function value at the upper level of model (10) would be from −177.3508 to −175.2383 and the objective function value at the lower level would be from −48.8180 to −48.7771. The reason for this is that the feasible regions of models (9) and (10) are shrunk as (9) and (10) an increase in the δ value and thus the values of the objective functions at upper and lower levels are getting worse.
Next, another sensitivity analyse is carried out to show the changes in the upper level objective function values for models (9) and (10) with changes in the values of λ (λ l = λ, l = 1, 2) and δ (δ i = δ, i = 1, 2, 3), when γ = 0.9 (γ i = γ , i = 1, 2, 3). The computational results are reported in Table 4 . It can be found in Table 4 that under the same value of δ, the values of the upper level objective functions of models (9) and (10) are more pessimistic when the value of the parameter λ is higher. For example, the upper level objective function values of models (9) and (10) would be −197.0429 and -185.8372 with λ = 0.2 (δ = 0.7), while they would be -175.5376 and -165.6314 with λ = 0.8 (δ = 0.7). Furthermore, an increase in the value of δ would increase the objective function values at the upper levels of models (9) and (10) under the same value of λ. Correspondingly different pairs of the lower and upper bounds of the upper levels objective function for this example can be determined. Thus the decision makers can select the most satisfactory solutions from these results according to their favorite attitudes under a fuzzy random environment. Table 5 provides the results of models (9) and (10) for different values of λ (λ l = λ, l = 1, 2) and γ (γ i = γ , i = 1, 2, 3), when δ = 0.7 (δ i = δ, i = 1, 2, 3). We can see from Table 5 that an increase in λ increases the upper level objective function values of models (9) and (10) under the same satisfying levels, and vice versa. For instance, the upper level objective function values of models (9) and (10) a smaller satisfying level means a larger possibility that the constraints are violated. Therefore, these results could help the decision makers to choose the appropriate solutions to meet their requirements through making the tradeoff between greater confidence levels and better objective function values.
B. EXAMPLE 2: A CASE STUDY ON A PRODUCTION PLANNING PROBLEM
In this section, a production planning problem is employed to show the applicability of the proposed method for practical problems. A sporting goods company and its branch office produce three kinds of competition event supplies (football, basketball and volleyball). These two companies wish to maximize their own profits through planning the production of sporting goods. The sporting goods company (Company 1) draws up production plans on these three competition event supplies first as the leader and thereafter the branch office (Company 2) determines its strategies as the follower. Meanwhile, the head company's decision will be influenced by the reactions from its branch office. Taking into account the stochastic economic and fuzzy environmental conditions, some factors such as raw materials, labor cost, facility usage and marketing cost involved in the production of sporting goods are fluctuating and uncertain. Obviously, it is appropriate to apply fuzzy random variable to describe these uncertainties. Then such a production planning problem can be formulated as a bilevel decision problem under fuzzy random environments. Let x jk , j = 1, 2, k = 1, 2, 3 denote the quantities of the kth competition event supply manufactured by company j. Then x 1 = (x 11 , x 12 , x 13 ) and x 2 = (x 21 , x 22 , x 23 ) are the leader's and follower's decision variables, respectively. Considering that the fuzzy random bilevel programming model discussed in this article is a kind of minimization, here the profits of the head company and its branch office are denoted by −F(x 1 , x 2 ) and −f (x 1 , x 2 ).
The parameters involved in both objective functions are as follows:c 11k , k = 1, 2, 3 represent the profits per unit of the kth competition event supply manufactured by the head company,c 12k , k = 1, 2, 3 represent the return profits to the head company per unit of the kth competition event supply manufactured by the branch office, andc 22k , k = 1, 2, 3 represent the profits per unit of the kth competition event supply manufactured by the branch office. Here we assume that these parameters are LR fuzzy random variables in which the reference functions are given as L(x) = R(x) = max{0, 1 − x}. Table 6 shows values of parameters related to the upper and lower level objective functions.
The profits of the head company and its branch office are maximized subject to a series of constraints include raw materials cost, labor cost, facility usage and marketing cost. Letã 1jk , j = 1, 2, k = 1, 2, 3 be the raw materials cost per unit of the kth product produced by company j, andb 1 be the total raw material cost. The constraint with respect to raw material cost is expressed by the first constraint. Similarly, letã 2jk , j = 1, 2, k = 1, 2, 3 be the labor cost per unit of the kth product produced by company j andb 2 be the total labor cost. Constraint (2) represents the labor cost for both companies. In addition, letã 3jk , j = 1, 2, k = 1, 2, 3 be the facility usage per unit of the kth product produced by company j, andb 3 be the total facility usage. Then there is the constraint on the facility usage of the products which is expressed by the third constraint. Moreover, letã 4jk , j = 1, 2, k = 1, 2, 3 be the marketing cost per unit of the kth product produced by company j andb 4 be the total marketing cost.
This condition are described as the fourth constraint. Assume that all parameters in each constraint are characterised as LR fuzzy random variables with the reference functions L(x) = R(x) = max{0, 1 − x} and are independent of each other. Table 7 shows values of parameters in the above four constraints. The final constraint pertains to the non-negativity conditions of the decision variables.
1) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
On the basis of the proposed models (6) and (7), the corresponding upper and lower approximation crisp bilevel models (B-UAM and B-LAM) can be easily obtained and omitted here. Then we employ differential evolution algorithm to solve these two models by choosing the same values of the relevant parameters used in Example 1. Table 8 , it can be seen that the B-UAM give better results than the B-LAM for the same value of δ. Furthermore, the upper level objective function values of the B-UAM and B-LAM are worsen by increasing the confidence levels. Afterward, the sensitivity analyse on different values of δ (δ i = δ, i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and λ (λ = λ l , l = 1, 2) for the upper level objective function values of the B-UAM and B-LAM in the case of γ = 0.9 (γ = γ i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are given in Table 9 . It follows from Table 9 that different results can be generated according to various confidence levels and optimistic-pessimistic attitudes. It is clear that the values of the upper level objective functions of the B-UAM and B-LAM would increase with the increasing of the values of confidence levels under the same value of λ, and vice versa. For example, when δ is set to 0.6 and 0.7 (λ = 0.6), the upper level objective function values of the B-UAM increase from −226.1925 to −223.3244 and the results of the B-LAM rise from −218.6404 to −216.9912, respectively. It can be also seen that under the same value of δ, when λ increases, the values of these objective functions at the upper level increase. Consequently, it can be concluded that a higher value of parameter λ would lead to a worse result. From the above numerical results, we draw the following conclusions: (1) The proposed approach provides the lower and upper bounds of the upper level objective function, and thus more information is offered to the decision makers. (2) Different optimal values for the upper level objective functions of the B-UAM and B-LAM can be found according to changing values of optimistic-pessimistic parameters, confidence levels and satisfying levels. These results can help the decision makers to select the most desirable solutions to meet their requirements under a hybrid uncertain environment.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we discuss the general fuzzy random bilevel programming problem. Taking into account that the decision makers at both levels may hold different decision attitudes under the noncooperative case, we employ the expected value based on Me measure to treat fuzzy stochastic objective functions and use the rough approximation to deal with fuzzy stochastic constraints. Then we construct the upper and lower approximation stochastic bilevel programming models. Using expectation optimization and chance constrained conditions, these two stochastic bilevel programming models are reduced into the corresponding crisp bilevel models solved by differential evolution algorithm. In this way, different pairs of the lower and upper bounds related to the upper level objective function can be generated. Thus more information is provided to the decision makers and it is beneficial to choose the most appropriate alternative from the suggested ones.
For future research, one interesting possible direction is to apply the proposed approach to deal with the real world decision making situations such as a bilevel logistics planning problem under fuzzy random environments. Furthermore, another possible extension to multilevel programming problems involving fuzzy random variable coefficients in both objective functions and the constraints will be considered.
